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Origami paper frog instructions

These easy to follow instructions will show you how to fold a traditional origami jumping frog. This frog can actually jump quite far if you press down, it's back! When you fold this pattern the paper will get pretty thick at the end. Don't worry if your folds aren't completely perfect. The frog still looks good at the end and it will still jump. Step 1) Start with a square
sheet of paper with the white side up. Fold it in half horizontally and then unfold. Step 2) Fold the paper in half vertically. Step 3) Fold the paper in half vertically again, and then unblock it. You'll use this magician as a guide by following these steps: Step 4) Fold the paper along the dotted line. Step 5) Crease this fold well and then unfold it. Step 6) Fold the
paper along the dotted line. Step 7) Crease this fold well and then unblock it. Step 8) In turn the paper. Step 9) Fold the paper down along the horizontal dotted line. Step 10) Crease this fold well and then unblock it. Step 11) Turn the paper back to it as it was before. Step 12) Fold the paper down along the existing folds just as you make water ball Base.Step
13) Push everything down flat. Step 14) Fold the bottom part of the paper up along the dotted line. Step 15) Fold the left side of the paper to the center along the dotted line. There are times that top triangle. Paper tuck behind it. Step 16) Fold the right side of the paper to the center along the dotted line. Again, do not fold the upper triangle, but tuck the paper
behind it. Step 17) Fold the bottom of the paper along the dotted line. Step 18) Fold the paper along the dotted line. Step 19) Crease this fold well and then unblock it. Step 20) Fold the paper down along the dotted line. Step 21) Crease this fold well and then unblock it. Step 22) Pull out two paper flanges on both sides inside the inside. Just like you're making
a Boat Base.Step 23) Fold two flanges of paper on each side down along the dotted line. Step 24) Fold the upper right part of the paper along the dotted line. This will make one of the frogs' front legs. Do not worry about the angle of crease. As long as you get a shape like what you see in the next step it's good. Step 25) Fold the left part of the paper up along
the dotted line to form the other front foot. This should match the second style from the previous step. Step 26) Fold the lower right part of the paper up along the dotted line. It will be one of the back legs. This crease also doesn't completely match the charts until you end up close to the shape of the next step. Step 27) Fold the lower left side of the paper up
along the dotted line to form the other back leg. Step 28) Fold the entire pattern up along the dotted line. Step 29) Fold the upper part of the pattern down the dotted line. Step 30) Turn the entire pattern over. The completed traditional Jumping Frog.If you push down on the folds on their back you can make it jump! How did you do that? Post a picture of your
frog in the comments and see how far you can make it jump! Level: Medium press them back and release to make it hop! Today's post: Teach your kids how to make an origami frog that actually jumps! Origami jumping frogs are easy to fold and fun to play with. I couldn't believe it when I realized last week that I had never taught my kids to make origami
jumping frogs. I learned how to fold these sixth grade from a friend and we had a blast making frogs of all sizes and colors, then see which frog would jump furthest and who would get her frog to descend on its feet most often. These cute little origami frogs are pretty easy to fold, so most upper primary school age children won't have problems with them. My
six-year-old could even make one with a little help. Continue to read the full instructions on how to fold your jumping origami frog. Origami Frog: Supplies Like most origami, these frogs are a little easier to fold if you have actual origami paper because it's nice and thin (this 120-page pack is only $6 on Amazon&lt;-affiliate link), but you can really use any
square paper. When your frog is folded, press down the folded legs with your fingertip, then quickly slide your finger off to make the frog jump. Depending on how hard you push your legs down, you could get an origami frog to make one perfect flip in the air and land on your feet again. It's fun to try to jump frogs into targets, or just see which frog jumps
furthest. As a fold jumping origami frog I have photo charts as clearly as possible, so I don't have to try to explain each step. When you see the arrows, they show you in which direction you should fold the paper, and the dotted lines show the line that the fold will take. Remember that you don't have to fold to match the paper up with a dotted line, you are
folding on the dotted line. For these frogs we used 6 inches of square origami paper, and the frogs ended up about 2 ×2 inches. If you like origami, visit these posts: Print + fold origami bookmarks 20 cool origami tutorials Origami butterfly (Father's Day) And more kid fun, check out these posts: 101 summer fun ideas kids can do at home 50 indoor activities
for kids 20 kid art projects that turn out quite enough frame Follow our instructions to learn how to fold very easily origami jumping frog and discover some colored species you could decorate your amphibians paper. You most likely have everything you need to build this frog home already. How to make a frog you will need: square paper colors, pens or
pencils for flat surface decoration 1. Fold the paper in half to Rectangle. If you are using paper that is colored on one side, make sure that the the paint is on the outside when the paper is folded in half. Make sure all the folds are well creased. 2. One by one, bend the upper corners of the rectangle down and then unblock them. 3. Trim the paper. Squeeze the
edges of the paper together so that the folds of your corner meet in the middle, and press down. Your paper will now have a triangular top. 4. Fold the square bottom edge of the paper on top to meet the base of the triangle. 5. Fold one lapel from the triangle to the opposite side, creasing in the middle. Fold the side of your paper in the middle. Unblock the
triangular flange. Repeat step 5 on the opposite side. 6. Fold the bottom edge of the paper again to the top of the base of the triangle and fold down the two upper corners diagonally. 7. Unloc and pull the corners of the base to make the boat-shaped lapel. 8. Fold down the corners of the boat-shaped lapel so they meet the middle. 9. To make frog legs, fold all
four flap on top. 10. Fold the frog in half, then fold back to the top edge. 11. Flip the paper over and you will have made an origami jumping frog. 12. Give your frog a face or decorate it as your favorite species using pens, colors, pencils or other decorations. Frogs can be very colorful animals. Why not get creative and beautify your origami as your favorite
species? Although you can use paper, which is sold especially origami, you can easily make an origami frog using any paper you have at home that is cut into a square. If you use ordinary paper, you could decorate your frog however you want. There are several frogs, including many of the poison dart frogs native to South and Central America, which are
very colorful. Here are some frogs that could inspire your decorations. Follow the steps below to make this Origami Jumping Frog.Difficulty: Medium Follow these origami jumping frog instructions to make one yourself. It's really cool to see it in action and really fun to play with. Just press on your back and watch it hop. It is not difficult to learn how to make an
origami frog that jumps. Diagrams and eays step by step instructions are provided to help you along the way. If it's a child's fold, there's an even easier one available. Click here for an easy origami frog on it. Step 1: Start with a square origami piece of paper, but if you only have regular 8.5x11 paper, follow these instructions to create a square sheet. Step 2:
Fold the paper in half by folding the left side to the right. Step 3: Fold the left corner to the right, creating a sharp point in the top/right corner. Step 4: Unblock. Step 5: Fold the right corner to the left. Step 6: Unfold.Go to the next page to continue making the origami jumping frog. 1 Select a sheet of paper. You can use ordinary computer paper, colored paper
or origami paper. Traditionally origami paper is a square. However , you can start a frog with rectangular Piece. Piece. Your piece of paper flat on the table in front of you. Origami paper can be found in craft, art and stationery stores. 2 Fold the upper corners over the center of the paper. Fold the upper right corner diagonally to the tip of the corner touches
with the opposite side of the paper. The top of the paper should be ieded with the left side, forming a triangular shape. Press fold with your finger to create a bubble, then unblock it. Now do the same with the upper left corner. Un fold the paper. You have now created a curled X. 3 Trim the excess paper if you started with a rectangular piece. Fold the bottom
edge of the paper on top to the burdem, which passes horizontally from one lower end of the X crease to the other. Trim the excess under this crea lling with scissors or carefully tearing it down. Now you will have a square sheet of paper with x burdem in the middle. Remember to skip this step if you started with a square sheet of paper. If you need help
figuring out where to make horizontal spells, go ahead and fold either in the top left or in the top right corner of your paper as you did in the previous step to loop the shape. Trim excess under the lower edge of triangular fold. 1 Fold the paper in half. Hold the paper on the table in front of you so that the lower edge is facing you. Fold the top side of the paper
horizontally so that the two upper corners correspond to the two lower corners. Seal the fold with your finger, then unpel it. The new crease you've made should cross the X, creating a pattern that looks like an asterisk or star. 2 Squeeze the sides to form a triangle. Centrise the paper on the table so that the lower edge is facing you. Press the horizontal folds
at the top of the paper to the center. Pushing these folds inside the paper, the square will collapse in the form of a triangle with two sides. To sort both sides inwards more easily, place the horizontal folds you made in the previous step, but in the opposite direction. 3 Times one triangle corner upwards. Place the triangle on the table so that the long edge is
facing you. The long edge of the triangle divides into four points, two on each side. Take the top corner of the layer on the right and fold it up. The tip of the corner should touch the tip of the triangle. Crease the fold with your finger. 4 Move the opposite corner of the triangle upwards. Take the top layer in the corner on the left side of the triangle. Fold it up to
the tip of the corner touching the tip of the triangle. Crease the fold with your finger. The paper should now look like a triangle with a diamond in the middle. 5 Fold the right corner of the diamond inwards. With the triangular base facing you, grab the right corner of the diamond. Fold it to the right edge of the diamond line up with the center line. Crease times
with your 6 Move the left corner of the diamond inwards. With the base of the triangle facing you, grab the left corner of the diamond and fold it inward so that the left edge is up to the central line. Crease the fold with your finger. 7 Make frogs front legs. The triangular point under the diamond layer is divided into two sides. Fold the right one, to the right side of
the triangle, so that its edge is brought along with the right edge of the diamond. Crease it. Fold the left one out, to the left side of the triangle, so that its edge is at the end of the left edge of the diamond. Crease it. 1 Trim the paper. Place it on the table so that the bottom of the triangle is facing you. The frog is beginning to form! The front legs now poke from
the bottom at the tip of the triangle. 2 Fold the lower corners. Take the bottom right corner and fold it from the end triangle to the center, making a vertical line in the center. Crease it. Now fold the bottom left corner in the same way, so that its edge matches the edge of the other side in the center. Now you have created an elongated diamond shape. 3 Move
the inner edges outwards. Fold the right side of the diamond outwards so that its inner edge is its own with its outer edge. Crease times. Fold the left side of the diamond outwards in the same way, so that the inner edge is with the outer edge, and crease it. These newly folded triangles will become the back legs of the frog. 1 Fold the frog in half. Place the
frog so that the long rear legs are facing you, and fold it in half, near where the body is the narrowest. Be sure to fold the legs under the body of the frog. Crease times. 2 Make a fold on the frog's back legs. Keep the frog fold in half, with your back legs facing you, and turn it. Fold the legs up, so that a piece of horizontal paper stretching between the legs of
the line up with the frog's bottom (times you made the previous step). Crease times. 3 Make your frog jump. Set the frog down on the back of the legs. Press and release the center folds to make it jump. Have fun! These frogs should jump and flip pretty well. If your frog isn't jumping properly, double check your folds to make sure everything is in the right
place. You can also try thicker paper, which is usually more spring. Add a new question How can I do it even better? You could make the frog better by decorating it with paint or stickers. Add googly eyes or tongue. As far as the origami part, there is no way to improve the frog's ability to jump or move. Question Why did my frog jump after I did it? Your times
might be too small; Make times then a little long, it will cause more vibration when you release your finger and cause it to jump higher. Question If the frog is small, does it hop higher or further? Do not. The bigger it is that it is, and the heavier it is, the lower it can jump. If you make it smaller, though, it jumps much less. Question Can I put a frog in the water?
Your frog is made of paper, so it will become wet and eventually the water will destroy your frog. Question What if the frog will not jump? Try the unfolding frog step by step. If there is an action in which the paper looks differently than the picture, it could be a problem. Question How can I do so that my frog can do flips? Make times shorter and push the lighter
on it and it will flips. Question How can I make an origami frog look more agile? It looks very messy. Try it again and fold slowly and carefully. If it looks dirty, your folds were not accurate. Question How do I get a frog to jump away from me? You have to put your index finger on the edge of the frog's back and then let go. The frog should be directed in the
direction in which you want it to jump, so in this case forward. Question Why is my frog jumping back? You may be pressing your finger in the wrong place. If this is not the case, start over and try again. The question I tried to follow the instructions just more than once, but it does not work. What am I doing wrong? Try using a smaller piece of high-quality
paper. Show more answers To Ask a Question This article was co-authored by our trained team of editors and researchers who confirmed their accuracy and omnima. wikiHow's Content Management Team closely monitors the work of our editorial staff to ensure that each article is backed by reliable research and meets our high quality standards. This
article has been viewed 1,570,400 times. Co-authors: 148 Updated: April 9, 2020 Views: 1,570,400 Categories: Featured Articles | Animal Origami Print Send a fan post to the authors Thank you to all the authors for creating a page that has been read 1,570,400 times. Very good place, la 1..* Made some frogs that went super high! We loved it. I absolutely
love how it is as a DIY video, but at the same time, its completely easy and basic instructions. I love how they are like little clips for each step, and if you time it right, you can stop the clip exactly where you want it. We loved our stay there. more This is amazing! I'm pretty horrible at origami, and when I searched for a tutorial on how to make an origami frog,
others just showed the pictures and the YouTube video was too confusing. Thanks to wikiHow, I managed! ... the more I recently learned to make an origami crane and wanted to try something new. That's why I made a frog. YouTube seemed so complicated that I came here and it worked! Thanks so much, wikiHow. ... the more I saw this and thought it would
be cool to make, and when I finished it worked amazingly! It helped me with my math project. Thank you, wikiAs to things easier for me to learn. That's great, it calms me down and everything. thank you It's perfect. My 5-year-old son can follow it. It helped me a lot. It even helped my sis. I think the video was the best. It helped me pass my time! The staff were
very friendly and helpful. We loved it. Nice clear instructions. Share your story
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